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CREATING AN EFFICIENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

BY ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY PROCESSES
WHITE PAPER REPORT

Financial Aid offices are often overloaded, with
complicated processes to ensure compliance with federal,
state and school regulations.  Many offices have outdated
or complicated policies that with a bit of revision may save
time and gain efficiencies.  This paper supplies suggestions
on common information schools often verify
unnecessarily, calls attention to items schools often
consider conflicting information but may not be, provides
best practices for handling comment codes, and software
systems to work smarter. 
While schools must identify and resolve information, the
Department of Education does not specify what
documentation or exactly how to resolve conflicting
information. Schools need to create and document internal
processes but should do so in a way that avoids creating
extra hoops for students and/or staff to perform.
Even though the Department of Education removed the V6
verification group in 2017-2018, determining it was no
longer needed many schools still find themselves verifying
data elements associated with the outdated V6 selection
including: Other untaxed income (child support
received/paid, military & clergy housing allowances,
payment to tax-deferred retirement plans) and zero or
exceptionally low income.
Unless a school has a reason to believe a student is not
honest or finds conflicting information, there is no
requirement to confirm:

Conflicting information still requires resolution,

even with V1 COVID flexibility waiver. Financial

Aid Professionals must follow any school specific

institutional policies and procedures.

A student’s dependency status
Level of support provided to a household
member
Graduate siblings or other family members in
the household size
Other siblings in college  
Nor does a school have to go back and validate
income information when the FAFSA was filed
with estimated tax figures. 

Comments codes do need to be resolved but resolve them in
a smarter way.  Look at each situation as a case-by-case
bases.  Not every comment code is conflicting.  Trust the
FAFSA Verification selection algorithm, don’t go looking for
issues.  When you do need to resolve a comment code, be
sure to have supporting documentation to the reason and
outcome. Two examples: 

Comment Code 034 documentation can be an
email or even a documented phone
conversation confirming household size was
reported correctly—that is, the recommended
resolution if it confirms what is reported and
does not require changes to the FAFSA data. If a
change is required to the FAFSA data,
documentation will need to be a signed
statement or worksheet that confirms only
household size.
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Comment codes 361–368 related to martial and
tax filing status, indicates a possible error when
the filing status and marital status do not match.
This is not considered to be conflicting
information subject to the resolution
requirements of 34 CFR 668.16(f), but schools
are encouraged to review the application for
mistakes when these comments appear. 

When documents are absolutely necessary and required
consider these suggestions to ease the burden to staff and
students:

Is the naming convention clear to staff and
students
Does the form need to be student facing or only
applicable internally
Can the document be electronic versus paper
Can the document be “smart” with electronic
signature and prompts
Can the document be for multi-years to avoid
repetitive collecting each year
Is it available on the website or student portal of
easy access

In the age of technology software can help a short-staffed
financial aid office, if it’s being used smartly. Review your
software’s capability and determine if all automation
features are being used appropriately such as:

Pre-populated disbursement dates
Defined cost of attendance/budgets
Does the student information system and
financial aid system share information
Can custom triggers be set up to help workflow
and communication (i.e., enrollment status
changes)
Do documents auto-post based on ISIR flags
and comment codes

References used to support efficiency suggestions related to
resolving conflicting information, comments codes and
smart use of software systems. 

Application-and-Verification-Guide.pdf
(ed.gov)
SAR Comment Codes and Text
ISIR Guide
IRS Publication 17
Verification | Knowledge Center – Activity 1
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https://getfasolutions.com/
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/educational-compliance-management-inc/
https://twitter.com/ECMFinAid
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-qnY7C0CVdCbLFUcmGsH4Q
https://fsapartners.ed.gov/sites/default/files/2022-2023-Federal-Student-Aid-Handbook/Application-and-Verification-Guide.pdf
https://fsapartners.ed.gov/knowledge-center/library/handbooks-manuals-or-guides/2021-08-03/2022-2023-sar-comment-codes-and-text-guide-updated-sept-9-2021
https://fsapartners.ed.gov/knowledge-center/library/handbooks-manuals-or-guides/2021-07-12/2022-2023-isir-guide
https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-publication-17
https://fsapartners.ed.gov/knowledge-center/library/fsa-assessments/2022-04-13/verification

